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World

Africa
Africa is a land torn with internal strife, much as it was in the 18th and 19th century. When the oil 
began to run low in the USA and Canada, several American companies began to expand and buy land in western 
Africa. Several deep oil wells were found, and more and more companies and foreigners flocked to western 
Africa. When the meteor hit in 2016, and the tidal waves from Australia soaked eastern Africa, skirmishes 
began to break out. The natives of Africa, driven inwards from the rapidly sinking coast, met up with 
Americans who had "rightfully" purchased the land. By 2025, official war had been declared, and continues 
to this day. The border between Western Africa and Eastern Africa is split on the mighty Nile river, right 
down to the farthest reaches of the destroyed eastern coast. Africa is supported by it's oil and food 
industries, although most of it remains relatively underdeveloped.

Antarctica
Little has changed in Antarctica through the years. The temperature has stayed at a steady low, which has 
slowly quieted any global warming fanatics. There seems to be no initiative to explore or chart in detail 
the span of Antarctica; most countries have enough problems to deal with. The odd energy blip is detected 
in Antarctica, the reason for which is unclear.

Asia
After the merge with India in 2007, China lead the Asia countries to the forefront of the world. Producing 
over 70% of the products used worldwide by late 2008, China remains an important player in world affairs. 
The communist government is still in place, as is the many skilled laborers and mass market available 
throughout all of Asia. Of all the countries, Asia has changed the least, as they still hold a special 
love of their history and heritage. Museums and statues are common place, providing a rich ethnic feeling 
to all of China. Several of the smaller surrounding countries eventually merged with China. Their economy 
is stable and supported by several industries such as steel, automobile production, and many electronic 
factories.

Australia
The meteor crash in 2016 rocked the world, and hit Australia hardest. The entire outback (now called the 
hole) was turned into a smoking crater for several thousand miles. Most of the cities were on the 
outskirts of the country, close to the ocean, and survived relatively unscathed. Little reconstruction has 
occurred in the years following. Plenty of expeditions went towards the crater ("craterward"), looking for 
survivors or scavenging for remains. Australia's economy is based heavily on tourism, as they try to use 
the crater as a macarbe attraction, as well as a learning ground for several leading scientific 
industries. The population of Australia maintains fairly low, as most of it was wiped out in the 
explosion. The meteor sent several tidal waves in all directions, hitting the northern islands hardest. 
Most were washed under, forever changing areas like Hawaii, Palau, and New Guinea.

Canada
Having one of the largest land masses and smallest population per mile values, Canada was a prime area for 
expansion. The focus on oil during the years of 2006 to 2056 allowed Canada a measure of economic 
stability based on oil alone. Forestry and food exports picked up from 2050 onwards. While the USA became 
more and more a police state during the late 2010's, Canada continue to have lax laws. As the economy in 
USA declined, more and more American companies moved into Canada. Sometime near 2059, oil was no longer 
the leading industry in Canada. American and Canadian companies joined together to focus on genetic 
research, leading to huge advances in the areas of cloning and stem cell manipulation. The continued loose 
rules in Canada related to genetic modification meant that the generation following the oil industry were 
"gifted" with modified genes. By 2070, 94% of the population of Canada had some genetic modification in a 
process that eventually became known was "touching". Some touched people took this to the extreme until 
mutation became a large problem in the far east and north of Canada. The economy is still supported 
through oil, but the majority is through genetic products.

Europe
The main European countries were sustained on basic industries and skilled labor working in the country 
and abroad. However, the standardized euro began to decline by late 2011. Although initially strong, most 
other countries had more land and labor available to pursue industrial advancements, and so most of Europe 
just could not compete on a global scale. After several devastating economic mistakes, including IT 
related accidents and infastructure failures, many outlying areas of Europe reverted to what could be 
called a "dark age" state. The final blow the countries surrounding Britain was the suprise assassination 
of the entire royal family. The motivation and identity of the attackers is uncertain to this day, even 
though the assassination occurred in 2013. What was known was that the attackers used chemical warfare. 
Cyanide was released through the vents of the palace, and by morning all occupants were dead. At first the 
population were mourning, but as the attacks continued on various extended relatives of the royal family, 
mourning turned to panic. Riots were common place, the populace leaved in feared of the unknown attackers. 
Soon the dark age spread from outlying communities to once populated cities. Most of Britain, Scotland, 
England, and France live without electricity or communication to the outside world. Most of the countries 
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stay far away from what is left of Europe, as little aid can be given when most countries have their own 
problems.

Japan
For having such a small available land mass, Japan has done exceedingly well on their local scale. Tokyo 
has grown to become the largest city in the entire world, by an extreme longshot. Since 2002 Tokyo has 
tripled in size and population. Immense growth took place as Japan advanced in the pricey market of 
nanotechnology and other high end electronics. Not all of Tokyo benefitted from this rapid expansion, as 
is evident by the vast slum and poor communities, especially in the "Undercity". The economy of Japan is 
stable, as trade with China is commonplace in exchange for food and other staple needs.

Mexico
With little economic stability or leading industries, Mexico eventually struck a lucrative deal with the 
USA. In exchange for their admission as a 53 state, Mexico would be payed a hefty yearly tax from the USA. 
The official merge occurred December 12th 2036. By 2068, Mexico began to grow restless as the tax was 
payed later and later. Talks are in the works to get this problem solved, and much "sabre rattling" is 
happening on both sides. Mexico is sustained by it's abundant work force which supplies cheap labor to 
several surrounding countries and southern USA states.

Russia
Although relatively quiet since the end of the Cold War, Russia has been steadily rebuilding it's 
shattered economy, and industrialization much of it's land. During the oil boom and shortage of 2006 to 
2056, Russia found several new wells in the center of the country. These wells were not sold off to 
Americans or other foreigners, instead the money used from selling crude and refined gas was used for 
stabilizing the infastructure of the country. Eventually the money was put towards research. With plenty 
of skilled scientists available, Russia has become a leader in the advancement of fusion technology. 
Russia surprised the world in 2061 by declaring it would be renamed Soviet Russia (or the Soviet Union), 
as it was in the past. Although this change came as a surprise to many, it was eventually found out that 
Russia had been building towards a complete change over for several years. Although fusion research was 
the focus by outwards appearance, weapon technology and military advancements were the true goal. In 2064, 
it looked like war between America and Soviet Russia was inevitable, but eventually America backed down, 
silently acknowledging the Soviet Union as the world's leading military. Much of Soviet Russia is covered 
with military bases and caches of weapons, and the people of Russia take great pride in being the leading 
warfare superpower. Their economy is supported by strong weapon sales, by 2070 the Soviet Union was 
selling 91% of the world's military equipment.

South America
The core of South America currently has a strong IT base and infastructure, mostly due to the focus of the 
Brazilian government from 2005 to 2009. Using free software and cheap computers, the core of South America 
began to develop and grow until it was able to provide a steady force of skilled IT labor. Much of the 
rest of South America suffered because of this. Without the normal jobs available in Brazil, and the 
dwindling oil supplies in Peru, many of the smaller countries turned to religion for relief. After a 
generation of upbringing by bitter religious elders, much of South America had a hearty dislike for IT and 
technology. This relationship of anger finally came to a boiling point in early 2041 when an individual 
known as Supai rallied several countries and started staging violent protests against the technological 
center of Brazil. This religious warfare continues to this day, although little progress has been made, a 
slight slowdown in IT staff from Brazil has been recorded.

USA
The USA began a steady economic decline beginning when the merge of India and China occurred. After being 
beaten in the automobile industry by Japan, and in the technology market by China, the USA had little main 
industry. As of 2008, the country was still self sustaining, but was no longer a world leader. Much of the 
center of the USA rotted away, leaving behind ghost towns and small poor communities. The USA was tied so 
closely with oil that any downs in the market brought about huge job loss. In addition, the continued fear 
of "terrorist attack" that grew from the 2001 incident meant that 40% of government spending was related 
to defense that was never used. The USA was spread thin, chasing after oil in Canada and South America, 
leaving much of the country in disarray. By 2070, the surface of the USA was similar to it once was, but 
there was rot underneath all the glowing ads and fast cars. Crime rates soared in several cities, and the 
"bread basket" became a series of dusty roads and highway bandits. 
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